Many of the surprising phenomena occurring in high dimensions are proved by use of probabilistic arguments, which show the existence of organized and regular structures but do not hint as to where exactly do these structures lie. It is an intriguing question whether some of them could be realized explicitly. In this paper we show that the amount of randomness used can be reduced significantly in many of these questions from asymptotic convex geometry, and most of the random steps can be substituted by completely explicit algorithmic steps. The main tool we use is random walks on expander graphs.
A well-known phenomenon in high-dimensional geometry and in many other fields of mathematics and computer science is the existence of structures which are obtained probabilistically, but for which an explicit construction is unknown. In most cases the situation is as follows: with the natural probability measure on the set of possible constructions, the probability that a random one satisfies some desired properties is very high, close to one, but at the same time we cannot point at even one specific (deterministic) construction with these properties.
In this paper we will deal with geometric situations, which arise in the framework of asymptotic geometric analysis. Thus, usually, we have a linear normed space whose dimension is assumed to be large, and any constants appearing, unless specifically stated, do not depend on the dimension.
In addition to the obvious interest in finding a concrete structure with some desired properties, the existence of which is guaranteed from probabilistic considerations, we expect that knowing exactly where "good" structures are hiding will reveal some geometric properties of the space in question.
One such example is a section of the cross-polytope (the unit ball of n 1 ) which is of proportional dimension and isomorphic to a Euclidean ball up to a constant independent of the dimension n. It has been known from the early works such as [12, 18] that a random section, with high probability, satisfies this property (random here with respect to the Haar measure on the Grassmanian of all, say, (n/2)-dimensional subspaces of R n ). However, there is no known explicit construction of such a section of n 1 . We return to this example in Section 6.
One important case in which an explicit construction is known is that of a subspace of a projection of the simplex, given in [8] . They use in an essential way the non-symmetric structure of the simplex, and give a deterministic algorithm which finds a concrete section of a concrete projection of the simplex in dimension which is a fifth of the original dimension, and which is close to Euclidean, with an exceptionally good isomorphism constant. Thus, one more goal which one might expect to achieve based on this one result, is that in explicit or near explicit constructions the isomorphism constants which one gets might be much better than what is known about random constructions.
In this note we will present several examples in which although one does not find an explicit construction, one is able to reduce significantly the "amount" of randomness used to obtain a certain structure with desired properties. The examples we discuss in this note include:
• Global Dvoretzky-type theorem;
• ZigZag bodies;
• Sections of n 1 (and of other finite volume ratio bodies); • The low M * estimate;
• The Quotient of a Subspace theorem.
In the first example we reduce randomness by means of an iteration procedure. In the rest of the examples we use a derandomization method relying on random walks in expander graphs. Thus, actually, our understanding of explicitness is an explicit algorithm which leads to the desired result with a small number of steps. We note that this is the same understanding of algorithmic explicitness as in the paper [8] mentioned above, where the authors construct an algorithm to derive a subspace of a quotient of the simplex. However, their algorithm (which is completely explicit) is based on linear programming. Our algorithms are based on expander graphs, and need some randomness, though much less than the standard techniques require.
To do this we use tools developed in computer science to investigate the pseudo-random properties of walks on expander graphs. However, usually these tools are not enough and we have to develop them further. In particular, Chernoff bounds for this type of walks (to be later described) were well known and used by many authors, whereas Bernstein type theorems such as Theorems 12 and 14 were to our knowledge previously unknown, and play an essential role in our proofs.
We also had to, in some cases, adapt the geometric statements and proofs to the kind which allows derandomization. In particular, provide some variations on the standard theorems mentioned above where the spaces are either spanned by or are the kernels of families of sign-vectors.
Notation.
We use S n−1 to denote the Euclidean sphere or radius 1 in R n and D n to denote the Euclidean ball. The Euclidean norm of a vector x we denote simply by |x|, so D n = {x ∈ R n : |x| 1}. For a symmetric convex body K we denote M = M(K) = S n−1 u K dσ (u) , where · K is the norm whose unit ball is K. We denote M * (K) = M(K • ) where K • is the dual body for K, that is K • = {u: sup x∈K u, x 1}. One may also write M * (K) = S n−1 sup x∈K u, x dσ (u), and it is called half the mean width of K. We usually use d for the half-diameter (or radius) of K, and b for the half-diameter of its dual, that is,
We denote by O(n) the group of orthogonal rotations in R n .
Global Dvoretzky
Given a convex body K ⊂ R n , the global Dvoretzky-type theorem, which first appeared in [9] , in a non-explicit form, and later explicitly in [30] , states that the Minkowski average of C(d/M * ) 2 random rotations of the body K is isomorphic to a Euclidean ball of radius M * . More precisely Theorem 1. There exist universal constants c, c , C and C such that for every symmetric convex body K ⊂ R n satisfying K ⊆ dD, and with M * = M * (K), with probability 1 − e −c n , the N = C (d/M * ) 2 random orthogonal transformations U 1 , . . . , U N ∈ O(n) satisfy for every x ∈ R n that cM
Restated in dual form, this theorem reads as follows. 
The "level of randomness" in this result is N = C (b/M) 2 random orthogonal transformations. This bound for the number of rotations involved is optimal up to the constants, see [30] . Moreover, in [30] it is shown that this bound on the number of rotations is optimal regardless of the way they are constructed, that is, also in the non-random setting, one cannot do with less. In this section we explain how to reduce the level of randomness in this result to N = C 1 + C 2 log(b/M) 2 . The number of operators will of course be larger, but they will be explicitly constructed using just N such random operators.
To formulate the result it is notationally convenient to denote U 0 i = Id the identity operator, and 
In fact, this is true with C 2 as close to 1 as we want, but then C 1 grows and c decreases. Another way to state this result is as follows:
In the same notation as above, with probability 1 − e −c n , defining
one has for every x ∈ R n that cM|x| x N CM|x|.
We will actually prove it in its dual form which reads Theorem 2 . There exist universal constants c, c , C, C 1 and C 2 such that for every symmetric convex body K ⊂ R n satisfying K ⊆ dD, and with M * = M * (K), with prob-
we have
Again, this is true with C 2 as close to 1 as we want, but then C 1 grows and c decreases. So we see that first we need the following lemma, about the decrease in diameter after one step of this procedure.
Lemma 3. For any
we have with probability greater than 1 − e −c ε n that
One may take, for example, C(ε) = 40/ε 2 and c ε = ε 2 /16.
Proof.
First use Sudakov's inequality to cover K with T Euclidean balls of radius αd, for α < 1 to be chosen later, where T e 2n(M * /(αd)) 2 (the constant 2 can actually be replaced by a constant tending to 1 as T → ∞). Denote the centers of this covering by x i , i = 1, . . . , T . We will estimate the probability on U ∈ O(n) for which | x i , Ux j | δd 2 for every i = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , k, where δ will be chosen later. Indeed, for a fixed i, j one has
We have at most e 4n(M * /(αd)) 2 such pairs, so, as long as, say, e δ 2 n/2 e 8n(M * /(αd)) 2 , the probability of the operators U for which this is true for all pairs (i, j ) is greater than 1 − e −δ 2 n/4 . This condition amounts to δ 4(M * /(αd)).
Each of the points y 1 , y 2 has a closest point in the net: y 1 = x i 1 + α dθ 1 and y 2 = x i 2 + α dθ 2 , where θ 1 , θ 2 ∈ D n . We now have
We choose, for example, α = ε/5, δ = ε/2, so that we get the inequality
and the condition above amounts to ε 2 /10 4(M * /d), so that C(ε) = 40/ε 2 and c ε = ε 2 /16 works. Notice that in fact we can do better, we can choose say α = δ = 2 √ M * /d and get an even more isometric result (with a worse probability estimate) in the domain where M * /d is small. 2
Proof of Theorem 2 . Denote by d j the diameter of the body
The lemma promises us that as long as d j /M * > C(ε) we have with high probability that
Thus, as long as d j /M * > C(ε) we have that
We fix, say, ε = 0.1 and take
In fact, this second possibility is not realistic since this would mean K j is an exact ball. Therefore (d j /M * ) C(ε) and we may use Theorem 1 to deduce that with high probability C 1 random rotations we transform K j 0 into an isomorphic Euclidean ball. The interplay between the choice of ε (which determines C 2 ) and the resulting C(ε) (which in turn determines C 1 ) is clear from the proof. Estimating the probability is straightforward, we have 1 − [C 2 log(d/M * )]e −c ε n − e −c n which is less than 1 − e −c n for a suitable c (where we use the fact that d/M * is always less than √ n, for example).
Note that we proved in fact that after some N 1 = C 2 log(d/M * ) steps we may take the usual sum of C 1 more random rotations of the attained body and get a body isomorphic to Euclidean. This is slightly different from the way we stated the theorem, to unify notation. However, as stated in the theorem, with the more complicated sum structure, the isomorphism constants can be only better. 2
Some background on expanders
In the rest of this paper, we use for derandomization a technique that we borrow from computer science, namely the use of expander graphs to generate pseudo-randomness. This is done by exchanging random choices of vectors with taking a random walk along the edges of a graph whose vertices are indexed by the possible vectors. If we put a complete graph on the set of possible vectors, then taking a random walk on this graph, which starts at a uniformly random vertex, goes at each step, randomly, to one of its neighbors, and selecting as the final set of vectors all the vectors the walk has stepped on, is of course the same as picking the vectors uniformly and independently at random.
However, when taking a random walk on a graph with lower degree, the vectors you get are not i.i.d., and there are strong correlations among them. The gain is the amount of randomness used, which is much smaller: one needs to pick the starting vector at random, but for each subsequent step just log d bits are needed to chose between its d neighbors. This is true at least if these neighbors are easily "labeled," so that with log d random bits you can choose one of the neighbors at random.
The pseudo-randomness one gets, namely the properties of this correlated sequence which are similar to properties of i.i.d. random vectors, depend on the properties of the graph chosen and imposed (somewhat artificially) on the points. The best choice seems to be an expander of degree d, as is demonstrated, for example, in Theorem 7 below. An expander graph is a graph whose normalized adjacency matrix has a large spectral gap, that is, a relatively small second eigenvalue. For background and related material see, e.g., [3, 4, 20, 33] . We remark that explicit constructions for expanders are well known in the theory. Perhaps the example which most easy to visualize is the Cayley graph of the group SL 3 (p) with two generators. The vertices of the graph are indexed by the elements of SL 3 (p) (there are (p 3 − 1) · (p 2 − 1)(p − 1)p 2 of them) and each vertex has three neighbors corresponding to the generators and their inverses. The fact that this graph is a good expander follows from the Kazhdan property (T), for details see [3, 22] . The idea of using a random walk on an expander graph to simulate true uncorrelated randomness goes back to [1] , see also [11, 15] .
We usually use as our space of possible vectors the set {−1, 1} n , that is, a set with 2 n points. The expander, if taken to be SL 3 (p) for some appropriate p 2 n/8 , may have a slightly larger number of points, but we may still index 2 n of them by the vertices of the cube. In the procedure of a random walk to be described precisely later on in the note, we ignore all steps which happen to be in the remaining unindexed set. The unindexed set can be assumed to have exponentially small probability. This follows from a theorem of Hoheisel from 1930 about primes in "short" intervals, namely that there exists a < 1 such that for sufficiently large x there is a prime in the interval [x; x + x a ]. (We thank Z. Rudnick for this reference.) See, e.g., [17, Chapter 10.5] . Thus the unindexed set will not change any of the estimates below, and we ignore this point hereafter, assuming the expander has exactly 2 n points.
Also, we sometimes use in what follows expanders of high degree, which can be constructed either by taking the power of a given expander of low degree (that is, the new edges will be walks of some length in the first expander) or by other explicit constructions which are known. The first explicit construction of an expander is that of Margulis [22] , which is followed by [3] . For more details and examples see [4, 21, 23] and the books specifically on this subject [20, 33] .
ZigZag bodies
In a recent paper of the authors and O. Friedland [7] we addressed the question of approximating the Euclidean ball D n in R n by a simpler set, which we called a ZigZag body, and is described as follows. Given a set of N inequalities, and a number k N , the associated ZigZag body consists of all points satisfying no less than k of the N inequalities. (Notice that it is usually not a convex set.) We learned of this approximation from a paper by Barron and Cheang [10] , where they showed that there exists a universal constant C such that for any dimension n, one can find N = C(n/ε) 2 linear inequalities, such that the set of points satisfying at least k of the N inequalities is ε-close, in the Hausdorff metric, to D n (where k is some proportion of N ). Using a new approach involving Chernoff's bounds we improved, in the case of high dimension, their estimate to N = Cn ln(1/ε)/ε 2 linear inequalities (again, for a universal C), and we use k = N/2. The formulation of our result is given in the following theorem (see [7] for a detailed proof).
Theorem 4.
There exists universal constants C, c such that for every dimension n, and every 0 < ε < 1, letting N = [Cn ln(1/ε)/ε 2 ], if z 1 , . . . , z N are random points with respect to Lebesgue measure σ on the sphere S n−1 , then with probability greater than 1 − e −cn , the set
where c 0 denotes the constant (depending on n, but converging to a universal constant as
We would like to find a procedure to decrease the level of randomness in this theorem as well, and build a ZigZag set which is close to the Euclidean ball, using as few random bits as possible. The procedure consists of two steps. In the first one, we prove a similar theorem where instead of random sphere vectors we use random vectors of signs. Unfortunately, the ZigZag body which we get approximates the Euclidean ball up to a (computable) universal constant, that is, we get a uniformly isomorphic approximation, and not an ε-isometric approximation. In fact, it will ε-approximate some other body, namely the dual of the floating body of the discrete cube (to be defined later), which is, however, uniformly isomorphic to the Euclidean ball (that is, there exists a universal constant such that the two bodies are isomorphic up to this constant). By this step we change from randomness of vectors on the sphere, which are hard to implement, to randomness connected with sign vectors, which are simpler to implement-each requires just n random bits. In this setting one needs a number of vectors which is linear in the dimension, and so, a number of bits which is quadratic in the dimension.
In the second step we will show that selecting only Cn log n random bits (which is the same as C log n random sign vectors) we are able to construct a ZigZag body uniformly isomorphic to Euclidean. For this we use a kind of derandomization procedure where we switch from random sign vectors to derandomized ones, in the expander framework of computer science. That is, in order to choose our N vectors we do not choose each one uniformly in the discrete cube. Instead, we put an expander of fixed degree on the vertices of the cube, then start at a random point on this expander and take a random walk of length N on the expander. Each point that we reach, we add to our collection of vertices.
We will show below that for N = Cn log n this construction will give us a ZigZag set isomorphic to the Euclidean ball (and, in fact, for large C depending on ε, this set will be ε-isometric to the dual of the floating body of the cube). The amount of randomness used, since this is implementing a random walk on a fixed degree expander (say, degree 3), is just N = C n log n bits, which is like choosing C log n random vectors.
The construction uses tools from expander theory, which we will explain in detail, and use again in subsequent sections. We start, however, with proving the desired property for the ZigZag body associated to truly independent and random points in the discrete cube.
The floating body of the discrete cube
The following theorem is the signed version of Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. There exist universal constants
. . , z N are random points in {−1, 1} n , then with probability greater than 1 − e −cn , the set
We will not give the proof for this theorem, which is very similar to the proofs in [7] , because derandomization of this theorem, although possible, is quite involved. Instead we prove a simpler theorem, which we later derandomize.
Theorem 5 (Weaker). There exist universal constants
. . , z N are random points in {−1, 1} n , then with probability greater than 1 − e −cn log n , the set
We remark that although this theorem is weaker than Theorem 5, the derandomization of this theorem and the derandomization of Theorem 5 both require (in the current state of affairs) the use of C log n random sign vectors (but from them one constructs a different number of final derandomized vectors in each case).
To prove this theorem we will need two simple estimates on the probabilities of entering slabs of a certain width when choosing a point uniformly in the discrete cube. The proof of the first uses the Berry-Esséen theorem, and we used the exact same lemma as in [7] , see there for proof. The proof of the second inequality is a simple application of Markov's inequality.
Lemma 6.
There exists a universal constant α 0 > 0 such that for every θ ∈ S n−1 we have
where ε ∈ {−1, 1} n is chosen uniformly.
We will also need the well-known Chernoff bound, namely that for Z i independent random variables which take value 1 with probability p and value 0 with probability 1 − p the following holds:
(1) for every β < p one has
Proof of Theorem 5 . We build two nets,
(the constants c 1 and C 2 will be chosen later in the proof). It is well known that we can construct such nets with cardinalities smaller than e n ln(2c 1 n+1) and e n ln(2C 2 n+1) , respectively. We define two bodies,
and show that with probability greater than 1 − e −n ln n , N 1 ⊂ K 1 and N 2 ∩ K 2 = ∅. This will readily imply that c 1 D n ⊂ K ⊂ C 2 D n , since for y ∈ c 1 S n−1 there will be some x ∈ N 1 with |y − x| < 1/n, and so if | x, z i | < c 0 − 1/ √ n for some subset of indices i then for the same set of indices also | y, z i | < c 0 . Similarly, every y ∈ C 2 S n−1 will have an x ∈ N 2 with |y − x| < 1/n, and for this x there will be at least N/3 indices i for which | x, z i | c 0 + 1/ √ n. This implies that for y, for these indices, | y, z i | c 0 , and hence y / ∈ K. Since K is star-shaped, this will complete the proof. Let x j ∈ N 1 . Then, since |x j | = c 1 , denoting θ = x j /|x j |,
As long as, say, c 1 c 0 /3 (and n is large enough, larger than a universal constant) we have that this probability is greater than 3/4, by Lemma 6. We then use Chernoff's lemma, which says that for at least 2/3 of the N experiments
, when the probability of success is 3/4, the chances are high, greater than
Therefore the chances that this will happen simultaneously for all x j ∈ N 1 are greater than 1 − e n ln(c 1 +2n) e −c 3 N . For this to be greater than 1 − e −cn log n it suffices that N > 2n ln(c 1 + 2n)/c 3 .
We now turn to the other side, which is surprisingly similar. Let x j ∈ N 2 . Then, since
As long as, say, C 2 > 2c 0 /α 0 (and n is large enough, larger than a universal constant) we have that this probability is smaller than 1/2, by Lemma 6. We then use Chernoff's lemma, which says that for at least 1/3 of the N experiments {| z i , x j | c 0 + 1/ √ n} to succeed (x j is fixed and z i are random, i = 1, . . . , N), when the probability of success is 1/2, the chances are high, greater than
for a universal
Therefore the chances that this will happen simultaneously for all x j ∈ N 1 are greater than 1 − e n ln(C 2 +2n) e −c 4 N . For this to be greater than 1 − e −cn log n it suffices that N > 2n ln(C 2 + 2n)/c 4 . 2
Derandomization of the ZigZag construction
The main property of random independent points that we have used above is the following. Assume we are given a subset of the cube, S ⊂ {−1, 1} n , whose size is a proportion p of the cube, |S| = p2 n . (For a finite set A we denote the number of points in A by |A|.) The probability that when choosing N random points in the cube, less than βN of them are in the subset S, for β < p, is exponentially small, according to Chernoff: e −NI (β,p) . Similarly, the probability that one enters the subset S more than βN times, for β > p, is also exponentially small.
Instead of choosing the points randomly, we now choose them in the following way. Fix, once and forever, an expander of degree d on the cube (about explicitness of such an expander see Section 2). The structure of the expander has no relation with the structure of the cube. To choose N derandomized points X 1 , . . . , X N on the cube one starts with a random point on the cube, and then takes a random walk on the expander's edges, choosing at each step a random neighbor of the previously chosen vector, and adding to the collection each point stepped upon. After N − 1 steps one has a collection of N points on the cube, which we call "derandomized." The number of bits needed to collect these points is n
We need to estimate how close to random these points are. More precisely, since the first point is uniformly distributed, so are all the rest. However, they are very strongly correlated, especially if the expander has a low degree. It turns out, however, that they are "random" enough for a Chernoff-type bound to hold. The first version of "derandomized Chernoff" that we give is from [13] , but the key ideas go back to [1] and then [11, 15] . The disadvantage of the following theorem is that it is relatively tight only in the case of sets S with probability not too close to 0 and not too close to 1. If one looks back at our proof of Theorem 5 , it is clear that we will not need more than this, since each time we use Chernoff there we use it for sets of probability either 3/4 or 1/2. However, when proving Theorem 5, and in particular the upper bound for the norm of a random sign-matrix, one uses sets of small probability, and then Theorem 7 does not suffice, and one has to dive further into the derandomization procedure and proofs to get meaningful estimates. In particular one has to use d which is not fixed but depends on n. We do this further on in this note, in Section 4, and apply it in various situations.
Theorem 7. [13]
There exists a universal constant c as follows. Given n+2N random signs we can generate N vectors Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z N in {−1, 1} n such that for every 0 < p < 1 and for any set S ⊂ {−1, 1} n with cardinality p2 n the following holds: for every β < p − 1/2N we have
and for every β > p + 1/2N we have
Remark. The constant c can be brought as close to 1 as we wish, substituting n + 2N by n + CN for a large enough C.
The way Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z N in {−1, 1} n are generated is precisely through the random walk on an expander graph of degree 3. Copying the proof of Theorem 5 and using Theorem 7 instead of Chernoff's bound each time, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8.
There exist universal constants C, c, c 0 , c 1 , C 2 such that for every dimension n, given 4C ln n random sign vectors (i.e., 4Cn ln n random signs) we can construct N = Cn ln n vectors z 1 , . . . , z N ∈ {−1, 1} n such that with probability greater than 1 − e −cn log n , the set
More advanced derandomized Chernoff
In this section we describe and prove in detail a derandomized version of Chernoff's bound which can be used instead of Theorem 7, and is more flexible. So, for example, it can be manipulated to give meaningful results also when the probabilities involved are quite small (though we will have to pay for this by using a higher degree expander). We give a detailed proof which follows directly from the reasoning in the paper [2] , and is intended for the convenience of the reader. We will use these estimates throughout the rest of the paper, and in particular in the next section where we derive Bernstein type inequalities.
Theorem 9.
Let S ⊂ {−1, 1} n be a set with |S| = p2 n . The probability that a random walk of N steps on an expander with degree d and expansion parameter λ on the cube {−1, 1} n , starting from a uniformly random vertex, passes through the set S more than k times is at least
and is at most
Oppositely, we can bound the two quantities using the tails on the other side. Depending on the application, each of these estimates can be useful. That is, the same method proves that Theorem 10. Let S ⊂ {−1, 1} n be a set with |S| = p2 n . The probability that a random walk of N steps on an expander with degree d and expansion parameter λ on the cube {−1, 1} n , with a uniformly random starting vertex, passes through the set S more than k times is at least
Remark 1.
Here λ is the expansion parameter of the expander, that is, the second largest eigenvalue in absolute value of the normalized adjacency matrix, and so if we take an expander of degree d we can construct an explicit expander with λ = c/ √ d (see, e.g., [4, 21, 23] ).
Remark 2.
It is not important for the proof that the set of vertices of our expander is {−1, 1} n , and could be any other set.
Both theorems will follow from the following Lemma 11. In the notation and conditions of Theorems 9 and 10, the probability that the random walk passes through S exactly j times is at least
and at most
Proof (following [2] ). Consider the 2 n -vector, indexed by the vertices of the cube, of the probabilities of being in the different vertices. Since we assume a uniform start, this vector to begin with is just the vector e = (2 −n , . . . , 2 −n ). At each step, we multiply the vector with the transition matrix of the expander, for which we know a bound on the second largest eigen-value.
To check whether our random walk passed through S exactly j times, we simply look at all sequences of S, S c of length N which include S exactly j times. The probability that, for example, the walk starts at S c , goes in the first step to S, then twice into S c , and then into S again, is simply the sum of the coordinates of the vector SAS c AS c ASAS c e, where by abuse of notation we have denoted by S the matrix of the transformation which takes a vector into its restriction onto the subset of indices belonging to S, (thus S i,i = 1 if i ∈ S and 0, otherwise). We similarly defined the matrix S c .
Fix a sequence of S and S c , say
Notice that all the coordinates of v i are positive so that we are in fact estimating its 1 norm v i 1 . It will complete the proof if we show that in case
, and in the case S i+1 = S c we have
We first decompose each vector v i into a part x i in direction e and a part y i whose coordinates sum up to 0. Since x i has all coordinates identical, and thus positive, and also the coordinates of v i are positive, we see that v i 1 = x i 1 = 2 n/2 x i 2 . Therefore it is enough to prove that for every i in case S i+1 = S we have
and in the case S i+1 = S c we have
We do this by induction, adding to the induction hypothesis another one, namely that y i satisfies for every i that
Notice that for i = 1 this is satisfied. Indeed, in the case where v 1 = Se, that is, (v 1 ) ε = 2 −n if ε ∈ S and 0, otherwise, we have that x 1 is the vector with all elements equal to p2 −n and (y 1 ) ε = (1 − p)2 −n for ε ∈ S and (y 1 ) ε = −p2 −n for ε / ∈ S, so that
Similarly if v 1 = S c e we get the same result with p and (1 − p) interchanged. Thus, we have in both cases
Assume by induction that we know the above for x i , y i . We want to prove it for the next stage. We begin with the case S i+1 = S. We have
From the induction hypothesis we have that w i 2 λ x i 2 . Using the triangle inequality (in both directions) we get the desired property of x i 2 . We turn to y i+1 , for which we see
By the induction hypothesis we get
and using what we already showed, namely x i+1 2 (p − λ) x i 2 , together with the assumption λ p 2 /2, we get that
We now have to repeat this in the case S i = S c , but everything remains unchanged, since the expressions are symmetric with respect to p and 1 − p, only that now we have to use the condition λ (1 − p) 2 /2. This completes the proof by induction. 2
Remark.
Of course, one can analyze these estimates, in a Chernoff-type way. For example,
For λ = 1/N we get that as long as p > 2/ √ N and k pN + 1, the probability of more than k successes is less than
For probabilities not very small this is already a good bound. Sometimes this is not sufficient. If we take, as we do in some of the applications, λ = e −2 √ N /2 we get that as long as k pN + 1 and when p e − √ N the probability of more than k successes is less than
Derandomized Bernstein-type inequalities
To prove upper bounds in asymptotic geometric analysis, one of the standard tools is Bernstein's inequality. This inequality bounds in a strong way the deviation of the average of independent random variables from their average mean, based on their individual tail estimates. In this section we would like to get similar estimates for the derandomized random variables. Put it another way, given not many signs we produce N vectors of signs in the following way (as in the previous section): put on {−1, 1} n an expander of degree d with expansion parameter λ ≈ 1/ √ d. Consider a random walk which starts at a random point on the cube, of length N on this expander. It requires only n + N log d bits. Call the acquired points X 1 , . . . , X N . We want to show that they satisfy a Bernstein-type inequality in some appropriate sense. We first show the following theorem, which is rather weak unless the function is well bounded in advance.
Theorem 12.
The N vectors X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N in {−1, 1} n described above satisfy that if for some function f : {−1, 1} n → R, for every t > t 0 The term u(·) is at least − ln 2 so in the case of cs ln(d/8) > b it will be absorbed in the other term. In other cases we can make it small using the fact that u tends to 0 as its argument tends to 0, and that the nontrivial case is when s is much smaller than b.
Proof. First we remark that the condition in the theorem promises that f (X) < √ n/K ln 2 for every X. So we have an upper bound on f , which we denote by b √ n/K ln 2. For j = log s + 1, log s + 2, . . . , log( √ ln(1/2λ)/2K) =: j ∞ we define
so that by our assumption P[X i ∈ A j ] e −K2 2j −2 (where we have used the assumption s > t 0 ). We also define 2 , and m ∞ = c 1 sN/b. We measure the probability of the following event: out of the N variables X i , for every j , no more than m j of them are in A j . This event is included in the event that
Cs.
We will estimate the probability of the complementary event. It is less than the sum over j over the individual probabilities
We start with A ∞ . The number of successes we ask for is c 1 sN/b, and we want to show that the probability for this is small. Indeed, the probability of each success is less than √ 2λ, and by the derandomized Chernoff we get that the probability for at least k = c 1 sN/b (which is greater than √ 8λN + 1 since we assumed s > C 2 √ λb) successes is less than We continue with the other sets, namely estimate P j for j = log s + 1, . . . , j ∞ . As long as
(which is satisfied by the condition on s, namely the lower bound on s in terms of K, notice that the term λ does not interfere because we made sure that p = e −K2 2j −2 is larger than √ 2λ), this probability is small, and by the derandomized Chernoff it is smaller than
Since the λ term is harmless here, and also the term u(·) can be absorbed in the other term, we can bound this by
The sum of these probabilities converges and is equivalent to the first term, which is what we wanted. 2
By using λ ≈ e − √ K √ n we see the following.
Corollary 13. We can use
, then we have for every s > max(t 0 , c/ √ K)
where c, C 0 and C are universal constants.
The result above already gives a significant reduction in randomness, which we will use in some of our geometric consequences, but not yet to the level we aimed at. Indeed, ideally we would hope to be able to use a constant degree expander, same as we used in the ZigZag construction in Section 3.2. However, because we had to deal with very small probabilities, our expander had to be of such a huge degree that we only decreased the number of vectors in any application which will use to above estimate from nN to n 1/2 N . Usually in applications we will not have one function but a net of functions, in which case (for, say, K and s fixed) N must be of the order of n, so the decrease in randomness is from n 2 to n 3/2 .
However, in some applications a weaker statement than Corollary 13 is enough, in which we have a Bernstein-type theorem for a subset of the vectors. For example, for proofs regarding sections of the cross polytope which we discussed in the introduction (and appear as Theorem 15 in the next section) we do not need the full strength of a Bernstein-type estimate to hold on all vectors. What we can make do of is a variation on Theorem 12 of the following form. 
where C , c , C 1 , C 2 and C are universal constants. In fact c can be as large as we wish, taking C = 2 log(e c +3 ).
Proof. We sketch the proof, elaborating only on the parts which are different from the proof of Theorem 12. Define A j for j = log s + 1, log s + 2, . . . , j ∞ and A ∞ as before, however, this time let
Thus,
Set again m j = Ns2 −j /(j − log s) 2 , and this time m ∞ = k. We measure the probability of the event that out of the N variables X i , for every j , no more than m j of them are in A j . This event is included in the event that there exists I ⊂ [1, . . . , N] with |I | = N − k and
where, of course, the subset I is chosen to be all indices not in A ∞ (and if there are too many one can just drop the extra amount). The probability of the complementary event is less than the sum over j over the individual probabilities P j that more than m j of the X i 's are in A j . The estimate for j = log s + 1, . . . , j ∞ is the same as before. Regarding A ∞ , the number of successes we ask for is k, which is greater than λN + 1 by the assumption, and even more so if we take larger C . The probability of each success is less than 2 −C N/2k , and by the derandomized Chernoff we get that the probability for at least k successes is less than e λN P more than k successes when p = 2
Putting all these probabilities together, the proof is complete. 2
Sections of n 1
We return to the example mentioned in the introduction, of sections of the crosspolytope, that is, the unit ball of n 1 . The fact that the cross polytope B( n 1 ) has sections of proportional dimension which are isomorphic to Euclidean has been known for long, see [12] for sections of small proportional dimension, in which case you get almost isometric embeddings, and [18] for (n/2)-dimensional sections isomorphic to Euclidean up to universal constants. The proofs show that a random section satisfies this with high probability. Here randomness is with respect to the Haar measure on the Grassmanian of all, say, (n/2)-dimensional subspaces. In the later work of Schechtman (see [9, 34] ) it was shown that in fact the image of a random matrix of signs provides such a section as well. This is a first step toward explicitness, since for finding an (n/2)-dimensional subspace with this property there exist "only" 2 n 2 /2 matrices of signs to search among. A further step was provided recently in [35] and described also in [6] where it was shown that by choosing the m × m identity matrix, or any fixed orthogonal matrix, suitably normalized, and adding just δm rows of random signs, one can generate a section of m+δm 1 which is isomorphic to Euclidean up to a constant depending only on δ. Thus, denoting n = (1 + δ)m, we in fact get a section of dimension 1 1+δ n, and, moreover, the constants of isomorphism depend only polynomially on δ. So, one can use little randomness and get even very high-dimensional sections of n 1 which are isomorphic to Euclidean. In this section we show that one can use even less randomness, and in fact just C log n random sign vectors can be used to construct, with some additional explicit steps, a section which is uniformly isomorphic to Euclidean. What we show is that the kernel of a certain matrix which we build using C log n random sign-vectors, is a subspace which gives a good, that is, close to Euclidean, proportional section. To build a subspace which is spanned by sign-vectors and is a good section we need to use more randomness, namely C √ n random vectors, with which, in an explicit way, we generate the section.
The Kernel method
In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 15. For any 0 < ε < 1 we can use C 0 log n random sign vectors (i.e., C 0 n log n random bits) to create N = εn vectors ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ N in {−1, 1} n satisfying with probability greater than 1 − e −cN that for every y ∈ R n with y, ξ i = 0 for every i, we have
where c(ε) depends polynomially on ε, and c, C 0 are universal.
Proof. The upper bound is true for any y ∈ R n . For the lower bound we cover √ nB( n 1 ) by M = e δn balls each of radius r = c 1 (1/δ ln(1/δ)) 1/2 , which is possible by the covering estimates of Schütt [36] .
The parameter δ will be chosen later to be linear in ε. We then look only at the centers z i of balls which satisfy |z i | > R where R will be chosen later to be of order r. The r-balls around these points thus cover √ nB( n 1 ) \ (R + r)D n . We will generate the vectors ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N by walking N steps on an expander of degree n α 0 (for some constant α 0 we choose later, and which depends only on ε; a careful analysis will show it should be chosen proportional to ε −1 ) whose vertices are {−1, 1} n . Let N be a (1/2)-net on the sphere, with |N | e n ln 5 .
We claim that with high probability the following two things happen simultaneously:
(a) for each i = 1, . . . , M we have that there is a subset A i of at least N/3 indices j such that c 2 R | ξ j , z i | for every j ∈ A i (and c 2 is universal); (b) for every w ∈ N there is a subset A w ⊂ [1, . . . , N] with |A w | = N − α 1 N/ log n and we have j ∈A w | w, ξ j | NC 3 |w| for every w ∈ N (α 1 and C 3 will be chosen later, depending only on ε).
We first show that the two properties hold and then explain why this proves the theorem. Property (a) follows as before by using Chernoff with fixed probability. Indeed, for any z i we have P[| ξ j , z i | Rc 2 ] 1/2 for a universal c 2 (see, e.g., [7] ). Therefore with exponential probability in N , for a random walk on an expander starting at a uniform vertex of {−1, 1} n we will have with probability greater than 1 − e −c N that at least 1/3 of the indices j satisfy the above (where c is universal). The fact that out expander has very high degree only improves the constants involved in this estimate. Since δ can be chosen as a small proportion of ε, this probability is sufficient to take care simultaneously on all the z i .
Part (b) follows from Theorem 14. We use it with d = n α 0 , λ = n −α 0 /2 and k = α 1 N/ log n (for some universal α 1 to be chosen later). Notice that the condition of Theorem 14, namely k > 2NC /(α 0 log 2n), is satisfied if α 1 > 3C /α 0 . The net we have to take care of has cardinality e n ln 5 , so we need to make sure the probability in (5) is small enough so that we can take care of all points in the net. The function, as before, will be f w (X) = | w, X | so that we know
for every t > 2, in particular K and t 0 from Theorem 14 are universal. Then for a fixed w ∈ N we have that for some universal constant C 4
We can make C 4 and c large enough by picking large C , C 3 . Recall that N = εn so we need to have a large factor to be able to take care of the whole net. This is what gives α 0 ε −1 and C 3 ε −1/2 . With these choices we can do this simultaneously for all w's in N . We have thus shown that also (b) holds with high probability, at least 1 − e −c n ,
The two properties imply the theorem. We first use (b) to deduce something weaker which holds not only on the net but over the whole sphere: an upper bound on a proportion of indices, and this is enough to complete the proof. If y ∈ Ker(ξ j ) then there is a closest point z i to y in the net. This i produces a subset A i of N/3 indices such that for every j ∈ A i we know | z i , ξ j | c 2 R. We consider w = y − z i . We can successively approximate it (actually, its normalization w = w/|w|) by points in the net which we took care of in (b). We do this only up to a finite number, that is, we write
with |w j | = |r p | = 1, and |θ j | (1/2) j , and each w j is in the net. We do this up to p = α 2 log n so that |θ p r p | < C/ √ n, where we have taken, say, α 2 = 1/(2 log 2). We now see that
and this inequality is homogeneous so we have
. In other words, we were able this way to transfer an upper bound to the whole sphere. We complete the proof by writing
For R = C 5 r with C 5 big enough, We see that |y − z i | > r so that the kernel does not intersect the balls covering √ nB( n 1 ) above level R + r, and the proof is complete. The number of random bits used is Cn log n. This does not depend on ε, however the isomorphism constant does depend, polynomially, on ε. 2
In fact, inside this proof by (b) which then implied (6) we have shown the following corollary of Theorem 14 (notice that in this corollary only n + 2Nα log n random bits are used).
Corollary 16. There exists a universal c and for any β < 1 there exists constants α(ε), C(ε)
depending only on β and on ε = (N/n) such that the N vectors X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X N which are attained by taking a random walk from a uniform starting vertex on an expander with vertices {−1, 1} n , with expansion parameter n −α(ε) , satisfy that with probability 1 − e −cn one has for any w ∈ R n that there is an I w ⊂ [1, . . . , N] with |I w | = βN and i∈I w X i , w < C(ε)N.
In fact, since C(ε) = C/ √ ε, we have for a universal C 0 that with probability greater than
The Image method
The "dual" way of creating a section which is isomorphic to Euclidean is to take the image of a random sign-matrix instead of its kernel. One would hope that the same derandomization technique would work. However, we were not able to implement it here, and can only show the weaker statement where the vectors are chosen using an expander of degree e √ n , that is, each vector require order √ n of random bits. Choosing N sign vectors in this way, we can show that the subspace of R N which is the image of the matrix whose rows are these N vectors, is a subspace in which the N 1 norm is equivalent to a Euclidean norm. We prove Theorem 17. We can use C 0 √ n random sign-vectors in {−1, 1} n (i.e., C 0 n 3/2 bits) to construct N = C 1 n sign-vectors ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ N in {−1, 1} n satisfying that for every y ∈ R n we have
where C 0 , C 1 , c 2 and C 3 are universal.
Proof. We begin with the upper bound. It follows from Corollary 13, since we have created the vectors as indicated in the corollary. More precisely, we define for |w| = 1 functions f w : {−1, 1} n → R by f w (X) = | w, X | so that we know
for every t > 2 (see, for example, [5] ). Then for a fixed w ∈ S n−1 we have that for some constant C (depending only on C 1 )
This means we can do this simultaneously for all w's in a (1/2)-net on the sphere, then by successive approximation we have that the inequality holds for all points w ∈ S n−1 , and by homogeneity of the inequality we get the upper bound.
For the lower bound we pick a δ-net on the sphere S n−1 and for every w in this net show that with high probability there are at least N/3 indices for which | ξ i , y | > 3c 2 , where c 2 is universal. This is true by the derandomized Chernoff for fixed probability, and requires that the exponent in N we get for the probability is greater than the number of points in the net, which holds if we assume N > C 1 (δ)n. We pick δ = c 2 /2C 3 so that having a lower bound on the net we may transfer it to a lower bound on the whole sphere. The proof is thus complete. 2
Remark. We can use the "Image method" but instead of all of the vectors being random, or pseudo-random, we may take the first n vectors be the standard Walsh basis vectors, or any other orthogonal matrix suitable normalized. We then add to these vectors εn other vectors which we generate using an expander. The advantage of this method is that we automatically have a lower bound for "most" of the points. Thus the net which we had to use in the lower bound proof in the above theorem can be taken in this scheme to be of a much smaller size (as small as we want, depending on the lower bound we wish to obtain). This is why we can make do with only ε more vectors. The lower bound we get is polynomial in terms of ε. Notice, however, that although the lower bound goes smoothly (and we could get it with vectors generated by a degree three expander), the upper bound is as difficult as above and we need the very high degree expander to ensure it.
If we want a statement which is of image-type, and use the same trick of avoiding Bernstein's bound on the whole set of vectors, thus using less randomness we can prove the following theorem. Its proof is in similar lines to the proof in the section on the Kernel method, and we omit it.
Proposition 18.
We can use C 0 n log n bits to create N = C 1 n vectors ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ N in {−1, 1} n satisfying that for every y ∈ R n we have a subset I y ⊂ [1, . . 
. , N] with |I y | N/4 and
Sections of bodies with finite volume ratio
Using the Kernel method as in Section 6.1 one notices that in fact we have not used any special properties of B( n 1 ), apart from a fact regarding its covering numbers. The body √ nB( n 1 ), which contains D n , may be covered by an exponential number of copies of rD n , where the constant in the exponent decreases with r, that is
with f (r) → 0 as r → ∞. Thus, any body possessing this property will satisfy the conclusions valid for √ nB( n 1 ). Moreover, we did not have to cover all of √ nB( n 1 ), but just √ nB( n 1 ) ∩ RD where r was a proportion of R. It was shown in [19] that the class of bodies with finite volume ratio satisfies this type of inequality. More precisely, Proposition 8 from [19] states that if D ⊂ K ⊂ R n and A = (Vol(K)/ Vol(D)) 1/n is the volume ratio, then we have for every
Using Sudakov this implies that for such K and every R one has
In particular, if the ratio R/r is fixed and R → ∞ this number can be reduced to be as small an exponent as desired, by enlarging R. Therefore we can repeat the proof of Theorem 15. We arrive at the following: 
Note that this is a derandomized version of a theorem which also holds, of course, when the N sign-vectors are selected uniformly at random. In this form it was proved in the paper [19] .
Low M * estimate
In this section we derandomize yet another well-known theorem from asymptotic convex geometry, namely Milman's low M * estimate, which was originally proved as part of the proof of his QS-theorem, see [25] (where it is not explicitly stated) and [24] . The estimate states that a random section of co-dimension k of a symmetric convex body K has radius at most M * f (k/n). The estimate in [24] was f (λ) = C/λ for a universal C. This estimate was then improved in [31] to C/ √ λ and the best estimate as λ → 0 is due to Gordon [14] , and is f (λ) = (1 + O(1))/ √ λ. All these results correspond to random sections with respect to the Haar measure on G n,n−k . Milman and Pajor in [28] showed that a low M * estimate also holds in the case of a random subspace chosen as the kernel of a random sign matrix (we call this "signed low M * "). They showed, for this choice of random subspace, that a low M * estimate holds with f (λ) = C/λ, and remarked that C/ √ λ also follows from their method, adding the result in [5] .
Below we give a derandomized version of this estimate, and recover their linear dependence f (λ) = C/λ in the derandomized case. For this we will use Corollary 16.
Theorem 20. Let K be a convex body in R n equipped with the standard Euclidean structure. Let k < n. For some α = α(k/n) we can use α log n random sign-vectors to generate explicitly sign-vectors ε 1 , ε 2 , . . . , ε k ∈ {−1, 1} n , so that with probability 1 − e −ck one has
where C 1 is universal.
Remark 1.
As before, the vectors ε 1 , ε 2 , . . . , ε k are attained by taking a random walk from a uniform starting vertex on an expander with vertices {−1, 1} n , with expansion parameter n −α .
Remark 2. The same conclusion of course holds when we build the vectors using a different orthogonal basis.
Proof. We use Sudakov inequality to cover K with T = e c 1 k balls of radius r = 2c
. . , x T . As before, by standard Chernoff for derandomized vectors we can make sure that as long as c 1 is small enough, for every j we have a subset |I j | = k/3 of indices such that for i ∈ I j we have | x j , ε i | c 2 |x j |. We can also have, at the same time, that the conclusion (8) of Corollary 16 holds, with β = 3/4, N = k and X i = ε i . Thus, for any y ∈ E we have
If we look only at |x j | > R then the union of r-balls around such centers covers the set K \ (R + r)D n , and so we get that for R = 12C 0 r √ n/k/c 2 we have that y is not in any of the balls around the different x j with |x j | R. Therefore K ∩ E ⊂ R D n for R = R + r, and we arrive at the conclusion of the theorem with, say,
Remark. The constant c 1 in the theorem above is determined by Chernoff, namely, we must have c 1 small enough to be able to use Chernoff for all of the vectors. In other words, if r is defined as the smallest r so that N(K, r D) e c 1 k (this is in fact called the c 2 kth entropy number of K) then we actually showed that R = C r √ n/k is an upper bound for the radius of a random section of co-dimension k. We can even further improve since we need only cover K ∩ RD, same as the standard way low M * estimate is usually improved.
We now state and prove one slight generalization of this theorem which will be used in the next section. The following result, not yet derandomized, is for signed projections of bases. 
Proof. The proof goes along the same lines of the standard low M * estimate. What one has only to notice is that for any
and the latter is estimated with the use of the standard estimates (see, for example, [5] ). This in fact goes in the direction of [28] where a larger class of distributions is considered. However, we only ever derandomize signed vectors, or more generally discrete probability densities, so there is no need to describe the general situation. 2
The derandomized version works exactly in the same way, so we have 
(where C 1 and α are universal).
Remark. Note that again we only use N + kα log n random signs to generate the section.
The QS theorem
In this section we derandomize the QS-theorem of Milman [25] , which states that for a body K ⊂ R n there exist subspaces F ⊂ E ⊂ R n both of dimension proportional to n, and when one takes first a projection onto E and then a section with F , one arrives at a body which is isomorphic to Euclidean up to a constant which depends only on the proportion of the co-dimensions of F and E to the dimension n of the full space. In fact, it was shown that this holds true with high probability on the choice of subspaces, provided the body K is in a "good position." That is, for any body K there is a linear transformation u so that the above holds with exponentially high probability for the body uK and random subspaces in the corresponding Grassmanians. In this section we prove the corresponding theorem for subspaces given as kernels of sign matrices, and derandomize it.
We start, however, with a weaker version, which is along the same lines of the original QS theorem's proof in [25] . Notice that in the formulation below the subspaces and quotients are given as kernels of sign-vectors. This is a new variant on the QS theorem.
Statement 23.
Let K be a symmetric convex body in R n equipped with the standard Euclidean structure. Let
Then with probability greater than 1 − e −ck one has that
where C 0 , c depend only on ε = k/n.
We remark that any body K has a position in which [32] ).
Proof.
To prove the statement, we simply use the low M * result twice. So, the fact that with probability greater than 1 − e −ck we have
follows immediately from the low M * theorem for signs (a special case of Theorem 21). This implies, by duality, that
Moreover, by standard considerations (see, e.g., [29] ) we know that
We now use Theorem 21 (because η i come from the bigger space and are not in E) to get that again with high probability, 1 − e −c k , we have
Joining the two inclusion relations we arrive at the desired result. 
where C 0 , c, α depend only on k/n.
We turn now to the stronger version, which makes use of the M-position of a convex body. An M-position of a convex bodies has many equivalent definitions, and we state the properties which we use, and which can be used as a definition. We say that a convex body K ⊂ R n is in M-position with constant C if Vol(K) = Vol(D n ) and Vol(K + D) C n Vol(D n ). This already implies that Vol(K ∩ D) C −n Vol(D); it also follows that the same is true, up to universal constants, for the dual body K • . It was shown by Milman [26] that every body has a linear image which is in M-position with a universal C. Below when we say that a body is in M-position we mean it is in M-position with constant C for a universal C. For details and proofs about M-position see [27, 32] .
The theorem which we first prove and then derandomize is the following. Proof. The fact that K + D n has finite volume ratio C implies immediately, using Theorem 19 in the random version, that for E defined as above with high probability
The M-position also guarantees that P E K • has finite volume ratio, since by Rogers-Shephard inequality one has
and by M-position
Joining this together with the trivial Vol(K • ∩D n ∩E ⊥ ) Vol(K • ∩E ⊥ ) and Vol(P E (K • ∩ D n )) Vol(P E D n ), we get
Recall that P E K • already contains a ball of fixed radius. Therefore we can use the theorem for sections of finite volume ratio bodies again and have that the section of P E (K • ) by random F had bounded diameter which depends only on C and on k/n. In fact, we cannot simply use the random version of Theorem 19 because as before the section is by the kernel of a signed matrix in a larger space. We need a corresponding version of Theorem 19 for signed projections of basis. We give below as Statement 26 the derandomized version. Its proof, and the proof of the completely random version, are both almost identical to the proofs of Theorem 19 and of its completely random version, and are thus omitted. Thus, P E K • ∩ F is isomorphic to Euclidean up to constants depending only on k/n, and the proof is complete. The derandomized version of Theorem 25, now using Theorem 19 itself which is derandomized, and the statement above which is a slight generalization of it we arrive at the following theorem.
Theorem 27. Let K be a convex body in R n equipped with the standard Euclidean structure. Assume that K is in M-position. We can use C(k/n) log n random sign-vectors to generate, explicitly, 2k vectors ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ k ∈ {−1, 1} n and η 1 , η 2 , . . . , η k ∈ {−1, 1} n , for k = εn, ε < 1/4, so that the following holds. Denote E = Ker(ξ i , i = 1, . . . , k) and F = E ∩ Ker(η i , i = 1, . . . , k). Then with probability greater than 1 − e −ck one has that
where c, C 0 , C(ε) depend only on ε = k/n.
Note added in proof
It has come to our attention that, in the framework of Computer Science, there are few results regarding large sections of 1 determined by small number of bits (see [16] for n(log n) 2 bits and references therein). However, it is emphasized in [16] that their presentations are nonconstructive which corresponds, in our understanding, to "existence" results.
